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Supplement on baroque oboes - March 2018

This supplement contains plans with drawings, tables with measurements, drawings, descriptions and
photos which I have made of a selection of historical baroque descant oboes. This supplement is compiled as an addition to my series of articles about making double reed instruments and will be
available, also as a digital file, distributed exclusively to members of FoMRHI.
The measurements and other data presented here are surely far from complete; I collected them not so
much for making copies of the instruments, but for scientific reasons: for comparing the main characteristics. Also: I can’t give guarantees that all information is 100% accurate, errors may have occured.

The instruments presented in this supplement:
- Robbert Wijne, boxwood oboe (private collection)
- Hendrik Richters, boxwood oboe (private collection)
- Hendrik Richters, boxwood oboe (Drents Museum, Assen)
- J. Denner, boxwood oboe (private collection)
- Jan Steenbergen, ebony oboe (private collection)
- Richard Haka, boxwood oboe (private collection)
- Coenraad Rijkel, short oboe in fruit wood (Boers Collection, Rijksmuseum Amsterdam)
- Moeck-Steinkopf: oboe a-440 Hz in fruit wood (collection Jan Bouterse)

See for other drawings with measusurements (by Mary Kirkpatrick) of baroque oboes the article with
supplement ‘Neun Oboen aus der Sammlung Michel Piguet' (Nine oboes from the collection of Michel
Piguet), in the Basler Jahrbuch für historischer Musikpraxis 12 (1988), p. 81-107.
See also the catalogue Niederländische Doppelrohrblattinstrumente des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts Dutch double reed instruments of the 17th and 18th centuries' by Rob van Acht, Jan Bouterse and Piet
Dhont (Laaber Verlag, 1997).

The oboe by Robbert Wijne
Robbert (or Robert) Wijne was one of the few Dutch woodwind makers who didn’t live and work in
Amsterdam. Robbert was born in 1698 in Nijmegen, a town close to the border with Germany and
died there in 1774. We don’t know where he learned instrument making, his father HendrikWijne (or
Wyne) was probably a locksmith.
I became interested in Wijne because in the first years of my activities as woodwind maker I found
some instruments (traversos) on which his name was stamped. Also in that time I received
information about an oboe, found at an excavation site (probably in Amsersfoort) and heavily restored
by violin maker Joost van der Grinten. He turned off subtantial pieces of the head and middle joint
and replaced these with new boxwood ‘skins’ (the shaded parts on the drawing): a very risky
operation! It is a pity that I have not seen pictures of the instrument before its restoration: the workshop of Van der Grinten had been flooded, resulting in the loss of his archive. The oboe is now in a
private collection, the owner plays it regularly, despite the restoration (also with several glued cracks
in the bell).
The Wijne oboe is made of boxwood which is stained brown in tortoiseshell imitation (nicely reproduced by Van der Grinten), with brass keys. The turned profiles are quite different from he oboes by
the Amsterdam makers. I believe that it is a rather late instrument by Wijne, the fourth hole which is
single is also an indication. The oboe is perfect playable at a-415 Hz.
Another oboe by Robbert Wijne was recently discovered and is now in a private collection in
England. This instrument is has a different appearance made (with more traditionally turned profiles
and a double 4th fingerhole). A tenor oboe by Wijne is in the collection of the Gemeentemuseum in
Den Haag.
About the measurements: I have a set of bore diameters made by Piet Dhont and some additional bore
measurements by me. As they are not very detailed, I also give some bore measurements of my copy.
All measurements in millimeters, L = Length, SL = sounding length (is length without the tenon); W
= width, Øext = diameter exterior.
head (upper joint, I): L 234.5; SL 212.7; tenon: L 21.8
fingerholes (L from lower shoulder to centre of hole; ØWxL; Øext-max):
hole 175.5
2.8
19.0
hole 243.9
3.3
19.8
hole 3l/r- 10.6
2.2
20.9
bore (Ø, Lmax, from lower end - after measurements by Piet Dhont):
11.0- 0; 10.5- 31; 10.0- 47; 9.5- 62; 9.0- 86; 8.5- 100; 8.0- 117; 7.5- 139; 7.0- 156;
6.75- 162; 6.5- 167; 6.25- 171; 6.0- 175; 5.75- -> (through)
counter bore from upper end:
8.2- 0; 8.0- 8; 7.5- 13; 7.0- 17.5; 6.5- 20; 6.0- 23; 5.75- ->
bore (Ø, Lmax, from lower end - after measurements by Jan Bouterse):
11.0- 0; 10.5- 39; 9.5- 58; 9.0- 75; 8.4- 87; 6.9- 169;
counter bore, from upper end:
6.2- 22; 6.0- 24; 5.9- exactly through
middle joint (II): L 237.55; SL 212.5; tenon to bell: L 25.0; socket to head: ca. 22, Ø ca 17.5
fingerholes (L from upper end to centre hole; ØWxL; Øext-max):
hole 452.5
5.5
21.8
hole 583.5
4.8
22.2
hole 6113
4.8
22.8
d#-hole(r)- 158.5
4.8
23.8
c-hole193
6.8
24.6
bore of middle joint (Ø, Lmax, from lower end):
15.5- 0; 15.2- 37; 15.0- 48; 14.6- 70; 14.0- 97; 13.7- 113; 13.3- 129; 13.0- 131;
12.7- 134; 12.6- 170; 12.4- 180; 12.0- 198; 11.8- 207; 11.7- ->

bell (III): L 149; socket: L 25.5, Ømax 24
two tuning holes at L 54; Ø ca. 4.5, Øext- 28
bore (Ø, Lmax, from lower end):
37.8/38.5 - 0; 44- 8.5; 35- 24; 30- 33; 26- 41; 22- 58; 20- 80; 19.0- 110; 18.5- ->
All fingerholes are drilled straight and are only little undercut.

Bore measurements on copy:
Head (I, from lower end, Ø-L): 5.95- just through; 6.0-196; 6.2-185; 6.4-180; 6.5-170;
6.8-164; 7.0-159; 7.2-153; 7.5-145; 7.8-140; 8.0-139; 8.2-127; 8.5-108; 8.8-101; 9.0-95; 9.2-91;
9.5-80; 9.8-66; 10.0-58; 10.2-53; 10.5-44; 10.8-18; 11.0-8; 11.5-4; 11.8-0
From upper end (counter bore): Ø 6.0-33; 6.2-28; 6.5-25
Middle joint (II, from lower end, Ø-L): 11-7- just through; 12.0-206; 12.4-195; 12.7- 172;
13.0-155; 13.3-140; 13.7-130; 14.0-120; 14.2-123; 14.5-95; 14.8-72; 15.0-70; 15.2-45; 15.5-35;
15.8-22; 16.0-12; 16.2-0
Bell: 18.4-through, 38.5 - opening at lower end.
The bore of the head and middle joint of the copy are in several places a bit wider than on the
original oboe. I don’t know why or how that happened (the copy is 30 years old), but the
deviations are not too much and the instrument plays well. What I deliberately changed:
making the 4th hole double (4a and 4b), two holes each 3.5 to 3.6 mm wide. Doing so, it gives
the possibillity to play f1# with two fingerings: 1 2 3 4 + 7 (small key) or 1 2 3 4a + 6 and 7.

The keys of the Wijne oboe
Below: the baluster of the
middle joint is a part of the
new shell; it seems a bit too
heavy.

Oboe by Robbert Wijne, private collection; measurements Piet Dhont and Jan Bouterse

A boxwood oboe by Hendrik Richters
This oboe was 1996 given on loan to the Gemeentemuseum in Den Haag, but came too late to be
presented in the catalogue of Dutch double reed instruments. The present location is unknown (many
instruments which were given on loan recently returned to the original owners).
The instrument is one of the few oboes by Richters which is not made in ebony. But what species of
wood Richters has used here, is not certain. It is maybe boxwood, but the growth rings are rather wide
and the colour is too brownish. The enigma: in an earlier colour photo the wood seems much paler,
and maybe the brown colour is caused by an oil treatment (which was not done in the museum). It is
clear that this oboe originally had some silver rings and bands, of which only one survived. That band
fits around the bell rim, but so loosely that that might be an indication that the wood had shrunk rather
much at that place.
A similar oboe, in boxwood with brass fittings, is preserved in the Drents Museum (Assen, Netherlands). Both instruments can easily be played at a-415 Hz.
The measurements

Playing the Richters oboe
Piet Dhont has played the oboe by Hendrik Richters
Tuner at a-415 Hz, equal temperament, deviations in cents)
c1 c2 c3 c3 c#2 c#3 d1 d2 d3 d#1 d#2e1 e2 f1 f2 f#1 f#1 f#2 f#2 g1 g2 g#1 g#2 g#2 a1 a2 a#1 a#2 a#2 b1 b2 b2 -

123456 8
.2.45
.2345
......
.234568
1h 2 3 4 . . 8
123456
.23456
1h 2 3 . . .
1234567
1h 2 3 4 5 6 7
123456
123456
1234.6
1234.6
1234..7
1 2 3 4h5 . 7
1234..7
123.56
123
123
1 2 3h
1 2 3h
12.4
12
12
1.3
1.3456
12.4567
1
1.345
1

+20 (but -5/0 possible)
-5
0/+5
0/+5
-10/-15
0/+10
-5/-10
-5/0
c +10
-25/-30 (very flat)
-20/-25 (also very flat)
0/+5 (stable)
+5/+10 (also stable)
-5/0
0/+5
-15/-20
0/+5
-20
-5/0
-5/0
-5/+5
0/+5
+30
+40
-5/0
0/+10
-5/-10 (good interval to b1)
0
-10/-15
-15/-20
0
-5/+5

General conclusion: this oboe can be played at a=415 Hz, but both
d#/e-flat and f# (f-sharp, with 1 2 3 4) are flat, just as on several other
Dutch oboes. The c1 is without corrections rather sharp, what also is
common on many baroque oboes. The general pitch of this instrument
is a bit sharper than of most other Richters-oboes, maybe caused by
the fact that the instrument was recently intensively oiled.

Next page: photos with measurements of the exterior of the boxwood oboe by Hendrik Richters in the
Drents Museum in Assen (the instrument was - or still is - on loan to the Museum Vosbergen in Eelde,
Netherlands).

Graphs of the bore of the oboe by Hendrik Richters (Drents Museum - Museum Vosbergen)
About the tone holes: ‘c’= hole 8 (great key), ‘es’ = hole 7 (small key).

Fingerhole dimensions:
1
2
3ab

Ø 3.2; c. drilled c. 2 mm upwards
Ø 3.4; only slightly undercut
Ø 2.8/3.0; drilled 1.7 mm downwards

4ab
5
6
d#/e-flat
C

Ø 3.3x3.5 and 3.4x3.5; almost straight
Ø 4.5; slightly undercut
Ø 4.5; a bit downwards undercutting
Ø ca. 4.5
Ø ca. 6.5

resonanance holes: Ø 4.0, no undercutting

There are other boxwood oboes by Hendrik Richters in Oxford (Bate Collection) and London (Horniman
Museum - this Richters oboe has a bell with the stamp of P. Borkens).
See my dissertation: Dutch woodwind instruments and their makers, 1660-1760 (Utrecht, 2005) for more
information (with concise measurements) about these instruments.

Oboe by J. Denner, private collection Switzerland
This oboe was in the collection of Willy Burger, Zürich (Switzerland). I have seen and measured (but
not played) this beautiful oboe. Nobody seems to know what happened after the death of Willy Burger
to his collection (with several more historical woodwind instruments).

The colour of this boxwood oboe is light brown (actually lighter and less reddish than on the photos)
and it has brass keys. At the the front of the bell is the Denner stamp, on the back is a beautiful carving
with the year 1754. That doesn’t meand that the oboe was made in that year; Jakob Denner died in
1735, the oboe could have been made by him, or by one of the other family members in the workshop.
Characteristic for the oboes by J. Denner is the single fourth fingerhole, and the position of hole 5:
closer to hole 6 than to hole 4.
I couldn’t exactly measure the diameter of the key holes: hole 7 (of the small key) is c. 6 mm, hole 8
(of the great key) c. 6.5 mm. In the drawing is indicated at which angle the holes are drilled: hole 1
clearly upwards, holes 2 and 4 a bit upwards, holes 3, 5 and 6 (a bit) downwards.
Measurements:

Oboe by Jan Steenbergen - private collection (Japan?)
Oboe in ebony, with ivory rings and silver keys. This instrument, originally from the Mengelbergcollection which was sold on auction in 1952, is very well preserved and excellently playable.
Characteristic and very strong for this oboe are the irregularities in the bore of the oboe, just around
the undercutting of the tone and tuning holes, made by Steenbergen (and visible in the bore of some but not all - of his other oboes). The bore profiles of head and middle joint are remarkably similar:
almost regular conical with the same angle (about 5.5 difference in diameter over a length of c. 205 to
215 mm). I measured this oboe when it was still owned by a Dutch oboe player.

This photo is of the bell of another oboe by
Steenbergen (collection Han de Vries, Amsterdam).
The green arrow points to the grooves in the bore
next to the resonance holes. I don’t know why (and
exactly how, with which tools) these grooves were
made.
I have found similar irregularities on several oboes
by Steenbergen, most remarkably around the tone
holes in the middle joints. There must have been an
acoustical reason: improving the pitch, sound or
attack of the note?

Measurements of the Steenbergen oboe

Steenbergen oboe (ebony, ivory, silver)

Richard Haka
Richard Haka (c.1646-1705) was undoubtedly one of the most gifted and prolific woodwind makers
in Amsterdam. He not just made of lot of instruments, but was on the brink of two styles: ‘early baroque’, such as recorders in one part and ‘new baroque’: the woodwinds which were developed in
France, in the new elaborate style, made in several parts etc. I believe that Haka played an important
role in the further development of the oboe: there are some of them which can be seen as transitional
instruments.
The oboe on the left photo is in the Gemeentemuseum in Den Haag. Mary Kirkpatrick made a copy
that plays well (or best) at a-405 Hz: see her article in FoMRHI-Q 135 (Comm. 2055). The oboe in the
centre is from the collection of Han deVries; it is in all parts a bit shorter and is a better instrument as
starting point for making copies in
a-415 Hz. The horn ring at the bell
rim is a repair. Haka made also
oboes which are even shorter and
on which you can play without
great difficulties in a-440 Hz. One
of these oboes is in the museum of
musical instruments in Stockholm
(Sweden) - see the MIMO website
for a photo.
The photo on the right shows a rare
example of a transitional oboe,
with a short bell (with no resonance holes) and remarkably large
fingerholes, holes 3 and 4 are
single. There is also a thumb hole
(as on a recorder), and only one
(great) key, with a fontanel. Copies
of this instrument are perfectly
playable at a-440 Hz.
The finial at the top has a rather
deep cup (see photo below). Such
cups are also on other short oboes
by Haka and Rijkel, and on many
of the ebony oboes by Hendrik and
Fredrik Richters. See the catalogue
Niederländische Doppelrohrblattinstrumente des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts - Dutch double reed
instruments of the 17th and 18th
centuries (Laaber 1997) by Van
Acht, Bouterse and Dhont for full
measurements of this instrument.

.Jrl

The drawing on the next page is of
an oboe from the collection of Paul
Dombrecht (Belgium). It matches
very much the Haka-oboe of Han
de Vries (which only has a much
wider bore in the top section).
:

A short oboe by Rijkel
Two oboes by Richard Haka (Museum of musical instruments Stockholm)
and his sister’s son Coenraad Rijkel (Boers Collection, Rijksmuseum
Amsterdam, photo right ) are preserved which are in all joints about 6%
shorter than the other oboes in this supplement. That means that playing in
a-440 Hz (or even higher) is possible. Remarkable: both instruments have
bore profiles which are not narrower than of those longer oboes. And both
oboes have a finial cup at the top end of the head.
Measurements of the Rijkel oboe
These measurements by Jan Bouterse are different from those by
Marius Lutgerink which were published in the catalogue Niederländische Doppelrohrblattinstrumente des 17. und 18. Jahrhunderts
- Dutch double reed instruments of the 17th and 18th centuries
(Laaber 1997) by Rob van Acht, Jan Bouterse and Piet Dhont.

Coenraad Rijkel, short oboe Rijksmuseum Amsterdam, BK-NM-10437
From 1952 - c. 2010 on loan to the Gemeentemuseum Den Haag (inv. no. Ea 6-x-1952)

The Steinkopf oboe
Otto Steinkopf studied musical sciences in Berlin under Curt Sachs, played bassoon in the Berliner
Philharmoniker, was saxophone teacher at the Musikhochschule in Berlin and restored instruments in
the Musikinstrumenten-Museum in that city. He also started there with making copies.
Steinkopf became in 1954 member of the Cappella Coloniensis, the first ensemble that played on
historical instruments. From 1964 to 1970 he was the chef of the studio for renaissance instruments at
the Moeck factory (which was - and is now again - well-known for recorders) Moeck. He published
also some books Zur Akustik der Blasinstrumente (1983) and with Volker Kernbach, the Anleitung für
das Musizieren auf Pommern, Dulcianen und Ranketten (1978).
The oboe designed by Otto Steinkopf is a clearly not an exact copy of a historical instrument. It has a
rather hybrid character, can (or must) be played with a modern oboe reed (and staple, the counterbore
is cylindrical with a ledge at its lower end) at a pitch of a-440 Hz. However, with a wider andlonger
baroque reed, the oboe can be played at a much lower pitch (even close to a-415 Hz). The boreof the
oboe is very narrow, and the toneholes are small as well. It is strange the way the double holes 3 and 4
are drilled: one of the small holes upwards, the other downwards. The bell is very long, but with the
resonance holes very high positioned. The keys are simply made, see the photos for which type of
springs are used. The instrument is made of fruit wood.
Measurements:
head (upper joint, I): SL 204; tenon: L 16.7
fingerholes (L from lower shoulder to centre of hole; Ømin/max):
hole 170
2.6/2.7
45 degr. upwards
hole 236
3.2/3.4
almost straigt
hole 3a8.5
2.0/2.1
45 degr. downwards
hole 3b9
2.2/2.2
upwards
bore (Ø, Lmax, from lower end)
9.5-0; 9.3-5; 9.2-14; 9.0-20; 8.8-28; 8.6-37; 8.4-53; 8.2-54; 8.0-62; 7.8-64; 7.7-70; 7.6-76;
7.5-80; 7.3-88; 7.2-91; 7.1-96; 7.0-98; 6.9-103; 6.8-107; 6.7-113; 6.6-116; 6.5-120; 6.4-122;
6.2-123; 6.0-134; 5.8-142; 5.6-147; 5.4-155; 5.3-166; 5.2-172; 5.0-186; 4.7-188; 4.6-192;
4.5- just through
counter bore from upper end:
L 21, Ø 7.0 (cylindrical)
middle joint (II): L 203.5, L tenon to bell 20.2; L socket to head: 16.5, L tenon to bell 20.2
fingerholes (L from upper end to centre hole; Ø):
hole 4a46
2.6
slightly upwards
hole 4b
48
1.9
almost straight
hole 580
4.0
slightly upwards
hole 6111
4.1
slightly downwards
d#-hole(r)- 160
5.6
straight
c-hole189
7.5/8 straight
bore of middle joint (Ø, Lmax, from lower end):
14.6-0; 14.4-12; 14.2-23; 14.0-33; 13.8-39; 13.6-45; 13.4-55; 13.2-61; 13.0-69; 12.8-78;
12.6-88; 12.4-95; 12.2-100; 12.0-114; 11.8-122; 11.6-127; 11.4-139; 11.2-149; 11.0-156;
10.8-161; 10.6-166; 10.4-175; 10.2-181; 10.0-192; 9.8-197; 9.6- just through
bell (III): L 143.7; socket: L 20.0, Ø 20
two tuning holes at L 31.5; Ø 3.0
bore (Ø, Lmax, from lower end): 41.6-0 (at bell rim, which is 4.6 mm long); 44.5-5; 40-23;
36-31; 32-40; 30-45; 28- 50; 26-56; 24-58; 22-65; 20-72; 19.0-70; 18.0-75; 17.0-80; 16.5-84;
16.0-86; 15.5-92; 15.0-115; 14.8-120 and through

